
TUESDAY JULY 26TH

After our dinghy cruising initiation in France in Brittany the previous year, we were hooked! Although we have now

taken our Wayfarer south to Yugoslavia, and north to the Baltic, we found in France that wonderful combination of

good sailing and good living that really make an excellent holiday for us. We enjoyed the food, the wine, the

people, the scenery and the sailing - so here we were again, but this time heading further south. We had not

decided on a launching place, but planned to start somewhere near La Rochelle. As we crossed the channel in rain,

and headed south under grey skies and rain, we said that we would drive south until we found the sun, then launch.

And that is roughly what we did!

We started from Le Havre in the early morning, having taken the night boat, and drove south towards La Rochelle,

via Alencon, Laval, Angers, and Cholet, with a stop for lunch. As we got south of the Loire the skies started to

clear - from rain, to drizzle, to grey sky and finally the sun appeared. We travelled steadily, along fairly

empty roads, between huge fields of golden sunflowers. However, by mid afternoon we were feeling very tired, as

we had slept very little on the ferry, and decided to stop for the night instead of pushing on for the sea. We

turned off the main road to look for a guest house or similar, but without success, and finally stopped in the small

town of Marans, where we treated ourselves to a comfortable room, a wonderfully reviving shower, and a huge meal

at a bargain price. We walked round to stand with half of the town to watch workmen lowering a new metal grid

church spire onto the local church, paid for by a local benefactor, and also looked at the harbour, as the town is on

a navigable river, and there were a number of boats laid up or being renovated. We did not see any visiting

yachts, but noted it as a place we might try to reach by water later in the holiday. We had an early night, and

slept soundly.



WDEDAY JULY 29TH

Full of good intentions about keeping up this practice every morning during the holiday. Robin went for an early

morning run, and came back glowing with virtue. It was the only morning it happened - after this the relaxed

holiday mood got the better of fitness training I'm afraid. After showers and breakfast we loaded up for the shortI-journey to La Rochelle. As we came into the town we spotted signs for a yacht harbour - the "Port de Minimes11,

and decided to investigate. It proved to be the biggest yacht marina I have ever seen. It would serve us

usefully however, as there was plenty of parking space to leave a car and trailer while we were away, and huge

wide shallow slipways which were ideal for launching. We drove first to the Capitainerie - the harbour control-

to ask for permission to launch and a berth for the night, as we had some work to do on the boat and tent before

sailing. He directed us to the visitors berth, but when we saw the size of the normal run of visitors boats

we explained that a 50 footer would not be very compatible with us, and asked if there was a quiet spot we could

tuck ourselves away. He found us a tiny pontoon, near a slipway, fiv.e minutes drive round the harbour, which suited

us to perfection. We quickly launched and were ready to sail - the hot sun tempting us to go straight away 

but we were worried about our tent proofing, and wanted to give it a coat of fabsil to be on the safe side.p ~ ~This dried quickly in the hot sun, and we were now ready to start cruising.

.1 ~~We spent the evening in La Rochelle, which was a lovely place, with street theatre all round the harbour - everything

t ~~~from fire eaters to musicians, artists to mime. You could spend several evenings just watching and enjoying theiiacts and the scene. We also spent a while at the marina watching the activity at the Optimist world championships

which were being held there. The organisation was very impressive, each national team having its own berths and

I ~~lock up cabins. Entries were truly international -fron the far east, north and south America, as well as all
over Europe.
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L ITHTHURSDAY JULY 28TH

We planned a fairly leisurely first days sail, but when we emerged from our tent in the morning, it looked as if

we would be sailing nowhere, as there was not a breath of wind. We were unwilling to start a cruise either by

,rowing or motoring - as if that might be a bad omeqof some kind - so decided to wait until after lunch and see if

some wind filled in. In the meantime we loaded the boat a little more heavily with wine and mineral water, and enjoyed

some ripe camenbert with our fresh baguette. Finally the first puffs of wind were felt, until at 2 o'clock we

were able to cast off and beat gently. out of the harbour. As we went we passed all of the Optimist fleet being

towed back in long strings, their last race having been abandoned for lack of wind. There was a real 'end of

regatta' mood on them, with national teams all mixed up, boat sharing and swapping, and plenty of water being

thrown around.

It was very sunny, with a brilliant blue sky, and the wind now picking up to S.W. 2 / 3. We were heading

north and at 15.57 passed under the massive new bridge linking the mainland with the Ile de Re.

16.50 Entrance to Le Plombe, which seemed an interesting spot to stop for the night.

We sailed up the river nearly to Lauzieres, but came back nearer the mouth and tied up alongside an old vessel,

about 1920 vintage, which seemed to be under restoration.

At 17.30 we tied up.

Le Plombe was an oyster port, with all of the paths ashore being made of crushed oyster shells, and oystermens huts

along the shore. It did not look a prosperous place, and became more derelict as we went up river. There is

obviously a big tidal range, as the boats are tied to elaborate, but ramshackle,pontoons several metres high.

The.owner of the boat we were tied up to came to visit - we though he might be going to turn us off, but he was

just interested and friendly. He connected a hose on shore, and watered his wooden boat thoroughly to keep it

swollen and watertight.

As the tide went down the river became a trickle, and we settled snugly into a mud berth. We enjoyed watching

the curlews and other wading birds probing in the oozy mud for their suppers. Our own supper was a disaster, for

1 lited a pan full of bolognese sauce from the cooker I dropped it - upside down, of course!
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FRIDAY JULY 29TH

09.45 - off from mooring, but only just. The tide runs out of the river at great speed, and the water was

diminishing rapidly as we cast off and sailed under goosewinged jib and main down the entrance channel. We touched

bottom with the centreplate several times, and when the direction altered to require short tacking up the last section

we wondered if we would indeed get out. The wind was blowing hard once we emerged from the shelter, so we hove-to

and pulled two slabs of reefing in the main, while keeping the genoa. We find this is an excellent balance,

especially when beating, as windward perfornance with jib and reef suffers badly. We headed north, a dead beat to

windward, and a very wet ride, so that we were glad of our waterproofs even in the sunshine. As we approached the

northern shore of the bay we could see that the whole coast was lined with bouchots - strong wooden posts on which

mussels grow and are harvested by the local fishermen. They just cover at high water, and would rip the bottom out

of any boat unwarily sailing over them. As this was low water, however, the fishing boats were active around them.

We planned to sail up the river Lay, and visit L'Aiguillon, either stopping there for the night, or finding a spot

along the river bank. The chart shows a bar at the river mouth, with a narrow channel marked by beacons after

the bar, followed by a mile or more drying, and then a narrow deep channel again. The shallows extend two miles

seaward of the mouth, and as we approached all we could see was breaking water across the shallows, and no sign of

the entrance markers. We then identified the two outer bouys and decided to try to enter, but it was difficult to

see where the main channel ran, so having grounded several times we dropped our sails, put out an anchor, and decided

to wait until the tide was higher, or another boat tried to enter which we could follow.. We anchored at 12.30,

and did not have long to wait as the tide was roaring in, and when a small fishing boat came in past the outer bouys

we took transits of his course and set off to follow his tracks under genoa only. The entrance was tortuous,

changing direction several times, and skirting a sandy spit very closely, but as soon as the river started to narrow

it was a question of trying to pick the deepest water. As we were beating for some of the time up a very narrow

channel we eventually gave up and put the engine on. We ran out of water a few times, but then it was just necessary

to wait for the tide to come in some more. This is exactly what the fishermen do - come upstream until they run

aground, and then sit with their engines running until the tide lifts them enough to move on. .

e' tAt Gounelle, on the left bank, we passed some yacht moorings, the yachts being high and dry, tied to the usual ricket



looking structures, and with well sunk mud berths to rest in. The banks were very steep, and did not look easyNs

for mooring for the night. At 14.17 we reached L'Aiguillon, and sailed up to the bridge, where we turned and were

swept back downstream bt the tremendous speed of the tide. We spotted a small harbour on the right bank, with plent

of space, but no water at all at present, so strugged back against the tide and ran our boat onto the mud with the

bows pointing in towards the harbour. As the water came back so we inched our way up until we were able to tie.

up to a wooden pontoon between two small cruising boats. We were fascinated .to watch the. fishermens technique

as they returned to their mud berths - if there was no water, they put the engines on full ahead and just drove

in hard at high speed. Very dramatic to see. We moored bows-on to a pontoon, with two stern lines led round

posts to keep us off and central. The wind was still strong and gusty, but the sun was now hot, and we dried off

our wet gear. I
Our pilot book said there were lock gates at L'Aiguillon which opened at high water to let boats in, but we discovered,

that this information was out of date. The lock gates were permanently closed, leaving a small lake behin4 them

which was used as a lido, with Caravelles sailing (for hire), rowing boats,. swimming etc. At low water it was very

strange to sit in our Wayfarer and see masts moving over the wall many feet above us.

We went for a walk round the town, and were struck by the spanish type architecture which was now the norm - red

tile rooves and white walls, with shady courtyards and arches. We bought oysters and mussels from the local

fishermans stalls, and had them for supper, cooking the mussels in a white wine sauee which was delicious. With

bread, cheese, fruit and wine we started to feel we were unwinding. We spent time watching two local rowing

teams practicing on the lake - a hare and a tortoise. a

We were conscious that our daily mileage is rather low. This is going to be a difficulty in an area where almost

all harbours dry extensively, so that entrance can only be made a few hours either side of high water. If high water

is near midday this leans that you can get out in the morning, against the tide, but then must be in to yournext

harbour by mid afternoon, limiting the passage. Most places were not suitable for night entry. If high water was

at 6 o'clock however, this gave more flexibility, as you could sail early and finsh later, but could not stop before

mid afternoon even if you wanted to. We aim to make a long passage down to Ile D'Oleron tomorrow, and then to criss-

cross the area to utilise the tides and their constraints as best we can.



p

SATURDAY JULY 30TH -"

We woke up with a start, having overslept our planned waking time, but caught the forecast as we packed up.

06.55 was giving Biscay 3 / 4 West, mainly fair, moderate or good.

At 07.35 we were underway, motoring as it was flat calm. We seemed to be the only people about as we glided

downstream, along a river looking quite different at high water. There was no sign of. the oyster beds or the mussel

bouchots. A beautiful morning - almost worth getting up for.

08.00 The wind filled in, force 1 / 2 from N.E., and so we hoisted our sails and continued more peacefully.

08.38 The green buoy at the entrance was close abeam, and we set a course due south towards the Rade de La Pallice.

09.00 Wind increased N.E. 3. Visibility good. The sun starting to have real warmth.

11.25 Sailed under the Ile de Re bridge. The wind by this time had dropped to light and variable, and disappeared

altogether at times. We needed a one minute burn on the engine to clear one of the bridge supports, onto which

the tide was sweeping us, with not enough wind to sail clear.

12.30 Abeam lighthouses Chauveau to starboard and Le Lavardin to port. Wind still very light and variable, with

occaisional puffs as if a sea breeze might be filling in. A heavy swell was rolling in from the Atlantic, between

the two islands, and we just rolled about with the sails flapping, which made me feel very queasy.

12.50 Completely becalmed. Tide turning against us, so are starting to lose ground. We thus decided to abandon

Ile D'Oleron for the day and head back for the Ile de Re, when at least we would'have the tide under us.

We motor a little, and sail every time.a puff of wind tempts us, but much of the time are only drifting.

13.43 Back under the Ile de Re bridge again! Very frustrating.

15.20 Abeam La Flotte. Wind now filled in from the north west, variable in strength at first, but building to a

steady force 3 - probably a sea breeze. It is too late now to have second thoughts or recriminations about keeping

going or turning back. Our destination now is St.Martin de Re, where we think we might find showers!

16.08 Entrance to St.Martin harbour. Through mole. Drop sails.

16.15 Moored in inner wet dock against a work barge. The outboard has given up, so this makes a convenient platform

for dismantling it. We have mixed thoughtsabout cruising with an outboard, and tend to decide according to the

area we are to sail. In the Netherlands, Frisians and Denmark we were happy to rely on oars, but in these strongly

tidal waters we like the facility of an outboard as well.

*U 
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SUNDAY JULY 31ST

We either had to leave early, and not have time to see the town or the island, or leave late when the tide would be

favourable for a short passage up the coast. We opted for the latter, and spent the day exploring. There was

plenty of activity in the harbour, with the scrubbing grids in the outer, drying, harbour being in constant use by

fishing boats. A little way outside the town was an old citadel, where we found a plaque commemorating "La resistance

heroique et victorieuse a une armee anglaise condfte par le Duc de Buckingham". All along this coast are reminders

of the frequent battles between France and England in the not too distant past. There was also a small, completely

dry, enclosed harbour to the citadel, which is now used as a prison. If you choose to sail in there you are

apparently watched very closely. We were very tempted to spend a night, but in the end the times and tides were f

not suitable.

17.10 We motored out of the harbour. 5

17.20 Sails hoisted. Beating up the coast. Need to clear the rocks offshore, marked by a north cardinal buoy,

and then make a course 265 to find deep water in to Le Fier D'Ars between rocks on one side and sandbanks on the other.

18.00 Cardinal tower abeam. Wind force 3 / 4. Lumpy sea, giving us another very wet ride.

18.50 Turn at port hand bouy off Pointe du Fier. The leading marks are essential in this awkward entrance.

19.05 Turn into a small bay in the nature reserve, and pick up a mooring - hope the owner does not return once

we have put the tent up. There are a couple of other small boats moored in the bay, otherwise it is a tranquil

scene, with birds calling and pleasant scenery.

We cook our coq au vin, and luckily are not disturbed as we settle on to the mud for the night.
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MONDAY AUGUST 1ST 

o6.55 Shipping forecast - Biscay Var 3 / 4 , Finisterre W 4 / 5 becoming N 5 / 6 later.

It had been a really beautiful night - a fairly full moon glistening on the mud and the water. It was very clear,

with shore lights standing out, and the shore outline clearly defined. The clear air made it a chilly night, and

we were .glad to tuck into our sleeping bags.

08.07 Off from mooring. Decided to have a quick look at Arz de Re before heading down the coast again. We

noticed that the wind had gone through 180 degrees overnight, so we shall be beating down the coast yet again.

With the sun rising it warmed up a little, and we carried the last of the flood up the canal into the town.

08.45 Sailing up the canal, to be met by a convoy of cruising boats leaving to take the tide out. The channel dries

so we know our stAop will be limited.

09.00 Tied up alongside a trot of uninhabited boats. Having secured ourselves we realise that the town is on the ob*,er

side of the canal, that the lock gates and bridge are open, and that we will have a long walk round. It looked a

very pleasant place. It was market day, with lots of stalls and a thriving indoor and outside selection. There

was lots of tempting food to buy, but we had not anticipated shopping, and had not brought any money ashore. We

walked back to the boat, paddled across the canal, found some money and ran up for some goodies.

09.55 Under way again. We wished we could have stayed longer, but the tide was now ebbing fast. We marked the

town down as a place to spend a night in if we returned this way.

It was now a dead beat down the canal, which. meant active short tacking - this is where our racing experience really

i pays dividends.

10.18 Emerged in to open water, and continue beating towards the sea.

There are strong tide rips near the entrance, where there is a lovely sandy beach on the point.

The sandbanks are starting to emerge in all directions. The leading marks on shore are on rails, which make them

easy to move to accomodate the constantly shifting banks. We thought they needed moving immediately, as a direct

line seemed to lead across a dry area of sand. We stayed a little inshore, and started the long beat along the coast.

L i ½ 12.00 Becalmed. Eat lunch. Read.

3.00 Still becalmed, and going backwards with the tide.



I 13.15 Wind fills in very abruptly and we sail closehauled towards the bridge. '

13.30 Wind increased force 5. Seas still relatively flat, because of the limited fetchi, but we do not relish

4 hours or more solid boating towards Tle D'Oleron in this wind. We seem to be fated not to to get there.

14.30 We abandon plan A, and decide to viSit. La Flotte. The only problem with plan B is that La Flotte harbour

has no water at present, so we sail into the shore and drop the sails, and then walk the anchor ashore, and prepare

to move up as the water returns. In the meantime we wade across the mud to look at the dried out harbour,

getting thoroughly filthy in the process. Some of the bottom is firm sand and some is gooey mud, and it is not

always apparent until you walk on it which is which. The tide rushes in swiftly, and as soon as we are able we sai

into the harbour and tie alongside a small boat in the shelter of the harbour 
wall.

15.55 Tied up in the harbour.

We did not find La Flotte as attractive as the other harbours on the island. The outer harbour is very prone to

suffer from any swell, The inner harbour niow has pontoons around three sides, but you are very much overlooked by

tourists on the shore. At high water it is pleasant to sit in a cafe around the harbour, but at low water the

acres of mud are less appealing. One of the attractive features of the towns here has been the hollyhocks growing

outside all of the cottages, giving a picturesque charm.

We bouglti some calamari from the local f ishl f. shop for our supper, and had an early night, planning to see if the next
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TUESDAY AUGUST 2ND

06.55 Shipping forecast Biscay Var 3 / 4 increasing NE 5 / 6 Showers. Good.

09.18 Off from mooring under sail, with the aim yet again of reaching Ile D'Oleron.

09.55 A small green stowaway crab was spotted scuttling under the floorboards.

10.25 Under that bridge again!

10.53 Lavardin tower abeam .1 mile to port. '4
11.25 West cardinal bouy abeam.

12.00 Wind has become very variable in strength and direction - ranging from 0 to 2 in force.

Tide has now turned against, so little progress being made.

Motor for quater of an hour to stop drifting backwards in a calm spell.

13.15 Wind filled in from NW for short time.

We gradually crept past Ile D'Aix and Fort Boyard, and then in a freshening breeze altered course to close the shore.

The beach was beautiful, wide, sandy and firm, but edged in many parts by the bouchots.

Inshore the tide was strong and unpredictable, but we sailed down to look at the entrance to Boyardville, which was

still dry, with surf breaking in on the shallows. This looked very uninviting, so we sailed back up the coast

and picked up a small mooring off of the beach to lie to and pass an hour.

15.45 Picked up mooring, dropped sails. Ate a second lunch. Read books and magazines.

17.00 Left mooring and sailed across sandbanks on half plate to squeeze into the river. A strong flood then swept

us upstream until we came alongside near the gates to the wet lock.

I went ashore to negotiate a special place for a "tres petit bateau", and it worked. While other visiting yachts

were triple stacked against a wall, we had our own berth.

17.45 Wet dock gates open - an automatic operation which was triggered when the tide reached a critical height.

We settled comfortably in our berth, enjoyed a shower and a walk ashore. During the night the wind increased

considerably, until it was blowing hard. We hoped it would decrease in the morning so that we could move on.





THURSDAY AUGUST 4TH

06.55 Shipping forecast Biscay N 4 / 5 oce 6 Moderate./ good.

Finistere NE 5 / 7 occ 8

The near gale that blew during the Tuesday night was still blowing in the morning. In order to have enough water

to leave, an early start was necessary, and only one visitor left. Everyone else decided to spend a day on the

island, and we were happy to join the general consensus. We spent the morning scrubbing the boat and laundering

all of our clothes, as there was a tap just near us, and the combination of hot sun and strong wind dried everything

rapidly. After lunch we hired bicycles and cycled round part of the island, including a visit to St.Pierre.

The strong wind either made cycling easy, downwind, or extremely tiring, against the wind.

Thursday morning saw a pleasant sailing wind, and consequently a mass exodus from the dock. We planned to visit

the river Charente, taking in Ile D'Aix on the way if possible.

11.00 Off from mooring under motor. Avoided a cruiser who had lost-his dinghy in the river, and was gyrating

trying to retrieve it. Off of the river entrance, in a bay to the north, a large sailing school was operating

including four sets of six Optimists, some 420s on spinnaker work, some on basic training, Caravelles, Catermerans,

and windaurfers. It looked to be an efficient and well run school.

11.15 Sailing closehauled towards Fort Boyard.

Wind NNE 2 / 3. Visibility good. Some broken high cloud. A yellow butterfly persistently followed us for

a couple of miles offshore.

12.00 Arrived at Fort Boyard. We wanted to land and look, and a cruising yacht had anchored off and taken a rubber

dinghy in. There was a steep flight of steps up from the water, but a considerable swell made getting ashore difficult

and we were concerned that our boat might be damaged on the stone steps if we tied it up. In the end I sailed the

boat into the steps, Robin jumped ashore and disappeared inside and up, while I enjoyed a leisurely sail around

until he reappeared, when I sailed in to pick him up. The fort was a relic of the Napoleonic era, and was a massive

construction, still in reasonable order, giving a good view from the top.

12.30 Underway towards Ile D'Aix.

K As we approached the island we investigated a promising bay, but then sailed on further and tied to the side of



a slipway, alongside some oyster barges. The bottom appeared very firm, as I paddled around to survey it,

but we did not want to leave the boatuntil it was secure, and so we sat and had lunch. As the tide went down,

however, we found that the slip ended above us, and the bottom, although firm, had numerous rocks and stones.

at 14.40 we therefore sailed off to find a better place to land, so that we could have a good look round. We went

back round to the bay we had reconnoitered earlier, and found there was now sand showing, so we sailed up on to

the beach and waited until the falling tide left us high and dry. We then put on our light nylon day cover for

security, and set off to explore. It was an interesting place, once used as a prison island for Napoleon.

The was a rocky shore, sandy inland, and a small viliage.

In mid afternoon the sea. breeze increased in strength until it was blowing force 5, directly onshore. All

of the cruisers who had anchored off packed up at about 16.30 and sailed home for tea, while we were still stranded

high above the waterline, now becoming impatient to leave in case it should increase further. We tied in a reef,

and discussed the best way of getting off the lee shore through the surf - basically it meant getting very wet!

Two small cruisers in the corner of the bay had dreadful problems as they refloated, as they were being pounded on

the beach with their owners up the their necks in the water trying to hold them head to wind until it was deep enough

for them to sail off. Another drama occured when a microlight seaplane which had been on a mooring broke free

and blew ashore on to the rocks. Half of the people on the beach ran to help hold it off, and the rest grabbed

their cameras to record the event. Eventually it managed to get away, and then at 17.45 we were away ourselves.

We took off at high speed, rather apprehensively, extremely wet in the process, but quite safely. For a change

we were not beating, and it was a dead run to the mainland, but for safety we sailed reach and reach.

18.00 Fort D'Enet was abeam. The sea was lumpy and unpleasant,

18.15 First green bout marking river entrance abeam. We were travelling very fast, with wind and tide behind

us. There is a notorious bar at the river mouth, and conditions were very lumpy and unpleasant, but quite

sailable. On a strong ebb it must be very nasty, and the pilot recommends it is avoided.

18.45 Abeam Port des Barques, and in the shelter of the river. We take the opportunity to put on some dry clothes,

as the temperature is falling, and we are both soaked.

19.45 Dropped mast tp go under road bridge to save waiting for it to open, particularly as we were not sure how

often it was prepared to open, and we seemed to be the only boat on the river.

20.25 Tied up at pontoon outside the harbour at Rochefort. The pilot said that the lock gates open for two hours

each side of high water morning and evening, but there was no sign of activity, and we were comfortable where we wer
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I FRIDAY AUGUST 5TH

306.55 Shipping forecast Biscay E 3 / 4 increasing 4 / 5 Mainly fair Good

We had a lay day, spending a little time in the morning doing some laundry, before going for a walk round. We

found the local tourist office, who were extremely helpful, with numerous leaflets on local sights. The town of

Rochefort had been of considerable importance in the past, when it was a major naval town, but had gone into decline

as the size of shipping changed and the river became less suitable. However we formed the impression that it was

now undergoing a revival, with restoration of the beautiful old buildings, opening up of the old harbour again,

building new hotels, and welcoming visitors. There were informative boards in several languages explaining the

history of different buildings at sites around the town. In the afternoon we visited the Corderie Royale, the

old rope walk, where there was an interesting demonstration of rope making. The rest of the exhibition we found

rather boring, except that if you were an enthusiast on bridges you would have been f cinated.

We had planned to lock into the inner harbour when the gates opened, but the harbour master was not particularly

keen to have us in - we did not fit into his usual plan! lie suggested that we stayed where we were, alongside

the pontoon outside, where there was no charge. Unfortunately the toilet block was kept locked, and you only got

a key when you went into the harbour and paid. So we had to wait for other people to go in and leave the door

open. In the afternoon we spent some time talking with a young couple who were restoring a large steel boat,

which they planned to charter in the Caraibean when it was finished. They then offered to lend us a key if we were

desperate!

The harbour itself was very attractive, with beautiful old warehouses lining the dock, and old capstans lying

about. The only problem seemed to be the system, or the harbourmaster, we were not sure which was responsible

for the fact that the gates only opened once a day. When they did open, all of the boats were seen out before

any were allowed in, even with a five minute gap between exits. We felt that if they attracted many more yachts,

which they were obviously intending, then something would have to change.

* t It was very noticeable how much lower prices were in restaurants than on Ile D'Oleron or Ile de Re. and house



prices similarly were well down. Just a few miles inland from the coast made a lot of difference. We wernt out for

an excellent Vietnamese meal, at an excellent price. When we got back to the boat we were welL dried out, and

it was a long climb back down the lalder. Opposite us in our entrance there were arches in the wall, revealed aL

low water, with wall paintiegs.
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j. SATURDAY . ..AUGUST 6TN

06.55 Shipping forecast E 3 / 4 Mainly fair Mainly good.

After a disturbed night, when a small cruising boat came in behind us at high water and put his passengers ashore

very noisily at 2.30am, we did not get up as early as intended. There was still mud strtching all around us, so

having spent some time calculating the tide times, we went up to the market. There was an indoor market, a fish

market and a street market.- we were spoilt for choice. We spent quite a long time taking photos as well as

shopping.

When we got back to the boat the water was up, and the tide seemed to have turned, long before we expected it. The

wind was well up too - blowing Easterly force 5, whereas the forecast had given 3 to 4. We dithered a little about

leaving, in view of the Pilot books warning about breaking water on the bar, and discussed going up river instead,

but then decided to sail down river and call it a day if conditions became too unpleasant.

12.32 Off from jetty under motor, to clear the other boats, then genoa hoisted in the river, and we sailed downstream

under just the foresail. The wind was very gusty, and swirling between the banks. The more we saw of the port area

of Rochefort, the more fascinating it became. The Corderie Royale could be seen in all its splendour from the

river, and says something about the importance of rope, that so much effort should have gone into its building.

13.05 Drop sail to go under bridge. The road over the bridge was very busy, with cars to the coast.

13.12 Main up, with two reefs, sailing goosewinged. ,

15.04 Port des Barques abeam to port. Wind down to force 3 / 4, so shook out reefs.

The tides seemed to be very strange - they seemed to ebb when they should flood, and half way down the river the

ebb seemed to slacken right off. Certainly the tide was not nearly so strong as it had been coming up the river.

As we continued the weather improved and we had no more hesitation about continuing. There was a line of turquoise

to grey blue water at the mouth - a striking contrast.

14.25 Fouras tower abeam.

15.55 Rounded bouy off Fort D'Enet, and set course for La Rochelle. Wind NE 3. Ver sunny, with blue sky, the

sort of conditions where layers of sun cream are needed if you are not to burn.



We then had the best sail of the holiday, with the wind force 2 to 3, and the sheets just eased from closehauledS

so that we rolled up the miles effortlessly.

17.41 West cardinal bouy abeam. Rond up into entay channel towards La Rochelle - and what a contrast from our

peaceful sail along the coast. Here it was like a marine Picadilly circus, with a stream of boats heading in,

ferries, motor boats, fishing boats, speed boats and yachts going in and out at high speed. At this point the

wind increased, and typically swung so that we were again on a dead beat. .

We passed the entrance to Port de Minimes on our starboard, and continued towards the imposing twin towers of

La Rochelle itself. The channel decreased to 10 metres wide, well bouyed of course, but as it was low water we

had little room to beat outside it, and so eventually gave up the unequal struggle and resorted to the engine.

18.05 Dropped sails to motbr.

We enjoyed passing between the towers into the old harbour, where a very friendly harbourmaster found us a berth.

He was fascinated by us, and stopped to watch as we produced fenders, tent etc , commenting that we were very

well equipped.

The old harbour was right in the town centre, lively, fun, non-stop music at all hours, a good place to watch the

world go by, but not a place to rest in peace. Motorbikes in particular seemed to delight in roaring all night.

A great contrast to the Charente, where we had sailed in a tranquil solitude.

We spent the evening ashore, enjoying the street theatre, watching the chefs preparing the assiettes de fruits de

mer ( and recycling anything sent back!)
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SUNDAY AUGUST 7TH

We had intended to stop over for the night at La Rochelle, and then continue sailing in the area for another

fortnight, visiting all of the places we had not yet seen. However, when we phoned a friend in Brittany, we were

urged to come and stay for a few days, with the temptation that we could then put the boat back in the water

further north. We were reluctant to leave the sun, but wanted to see our friends, and so decided that we had

had a taste of sailing in Charente, and that this would be a good time to break.

We got up late and spent some time sightseeing before moving back, over to Minimes , where we had left the car.

We went to our previous berth, and then checked in with the harbourmaster. He was in a very expansive mood, as he

was about to go on holiday, and he looked up our card, had the usual chuckle about the size of our boat, and said we

could stay for free as it was our second visit. He also gave us half price showers - we were not sure if this

was a tactful way of telling us something!

The car started with no problem, and we spent our last evening eating an extravagent sea food meal cooked aboard.

In the morning we loaded up and headed north, and having spent three days with friends, launched again in

Lorient. - but that is another story!

CONCLUSION

Sailing in Charente was interesting, with a variety of harbours and rivers to visit, and areas we would have liked

to explore given more time. The sunshine was lovely, the light had great clarity, and there were some excellent

beaches. For us there were two drawbacks - the fact that all harbours except La Rochelle dried has been mentioned,

and this did constrain passage making. If we had stayed on we would have criss crossed the same area, but with

different stopping places, in order to have reasonable days sails. Also there were few beaches accessible to

land on because of the ringing lines of bouchots. Although prepared to spend a month, in the end we were happy

with a fortnight. We had thoroughly enjoyed the new area, and particularly La Rochelle and the Charente, but

given a choice, then Brittany would be our first selection.


